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INTRODUCTION
Pitching Pennies

,3flll' het Forte is not a name known to many, but his work is. For
W
twenty-four years he was on staff at ABC television. He won
eleven Emmy awards as director of Monday Night Football,
seven Olympic Games, Super Bowls, major-league baseball, the Indianapolis 500, Kentucky Derbies, and the NBA play-offs. A close
friend of Howard Cosell, Forte was fired from ABC in 1987, admitting to a gambling problem that at times cost him $10,000 per day.
"I lost all my money. I lost all my respect," Forte said in 1992. "I
hurt my family, and I hurt my friends." He gambled away nearly
$4 million and lost his million-dollar home in Saddle River, New
Jersey. Forte's mother declared bankruptcy to help him. He defrauded a New Jersey businessman of $100,000 to get gambling
money, and he got into trouble with the IRS, pleading guilty to mail
and wire fraud as well as income tax evasion. Forte bet at casino
tables and even bet on games he was directing. He died at sixty
years of age in early 1996, plagued by a gambling problem that
began in the early 1960s.
Chet Forte is not unique. He's not even rare. He's just a real-life,
unfortunate example of a growing statistic.
Forte was a human being seduced by gambling. Yet he never
really intended it to be that way. He started out small, just having
a little fun, but what started as a game turned into pain. His story
is repeated every day in every state in the country.
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INTRODUCTION

So what's wrong with pitching pennies? It's not much. It's just
a little fun, isn't it? Those were the questions I asked my mother
thirty-five years ago. I've wondered about gambling ever since.
I grew up in what I've come to understand was a typical, conservative, Christian home. My parents considered gambling wrong
in all its forms. As a youth I had a difficult time understanding why
gambling was considered such a dubious activity. I struggled with
the idea that "Hey, it's my money. I can do with it what I want." Or,
"What's the difference in my losing ten dollars in gambling or
spending ten bucks on a few games of putt-putt golf? It's just harmless entertainment, isn't it?"
My non-Christian friends weren't into gambling either. In fact,
most of their parents warned them away from it too. And as far as
I could tell, those parents avoided gambling as well. My town had
a lot of problems, but gambling to excess was not one of them.
Now I don't think my growing-up experience was unique. Our
outlook on gambling reflected the spiritual and cultural understanding of the day. Gambling was a socially suspect activity. It was
typically part of the don't list.
I'm not saying that gambling didn't take place. Of course it did.
In fact, illegal gambling along with legal gambling in Nevada and
a few racetracks were major financial enterprises even when I was
young. But gambling was still an activity that was held at arm's
length, something tolerated by society, not promoted.
Thirty-five years ago the availability of gambling was really quite
limited. You had one of three choices: Either you got involved in
some kind of illegal gambling, you traveled to Las Vegas or scattered racetracks, or you participated in some social or friendly gambling in a variety of competitive games. Today that's not the case.
Beginning with lotteries in the sixties and followed by casinos
in the nineties, Americans have plunged headlong into legalized
gambling in virtually every form. Gambling that was once a social
taboo, or at least limited to certain leisure expressions in restricted
areas, is now an accepted part of everyday life. It's as easy as buying milk. Just pick up a lottery ticket at the convenience store.
Gambling has gone from "Don't you dare" to "Who cares?" It's
a virtual nonissue. Most Christian groups and churches don't pay
much attention to it. Gambling is so much a part of the social landscape that we don't see it anymore.
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What happened? What kind of moral seismic shift took place to
bring gambling out of the darkness into the light? How is it that a
human behavior that virtually every civilized society for the past
five hundred years has tried to limit is now embraced with such
abandon? And where is the Christian conscience?
Should Christians resist America's renewed desire to legalize
and legitimize gambling? The Catholic church has never been that
bothered by gambling, but Protestant denominations have historically considered gambling the devil's game. That's what makes
the past ten years so strange. In the face of America's rush to build
"temples of chance," Christians have been oddly silent-or at least
very quiet.
If the Christian community has concluded that there is really
nothing wrong with shooting craps, I haven't heard any discussion
about it. Walk through any public bookstore in the country and
you'll discover dozens of books on how to win at keno, blackjack,
or poker. Check your local Christian bookstore, and you'll find very
little on the subject of gambling.
That's where I hope this book fits. This is not the last word on
gambling. I don't have all the answers. However, I would like to
say to the Christian community, "Hey, there's something out there
that we need to be thinking about. It entails enormous social, cultural, economic, and even political implications. It's affecting the
church, and its abuse involves dangerous, even deadly, consequences for certain individuals."
This book provides a brief overview of the gambling paradigm
shift that has taken place in our culture both in attitudes and activities. The book attempts to develop a Christian view of gambling,
examines some moral and economic arguments for and against
gambling, considers charity gambling, and reviews growing concerns with problem gambling. Finally, I consider the future of legalized gambling and offer a few recommendations for what we
should be thinking, saying, and doing about it.
For now, let me say that the history of gambling is a record of
broken promises, broken dreams, and broken lives. Without fail,
gambling produces detrimental personal and social consequences
that are a lot more serious than losing a few pitched pennies.

1
TAKING A CHANCE
Rediscovering an Old Vice

an is a gambler. 1 He's not a professional, but he's a gambler
nonetheless. Dan is employed by the state in a local office,
works hard five days a week, drinks a little on the weekend
but not a lot, tries to take care of his family, and in general is a pretty
nice guy. He loves his wife, and he doesn't kick his dog.
Dan started gambling about five years ago. At first it was just a
few games of poker with the boys. Then a casino opened on a
nearby Native American reservation. Dan experimented with
blackjack and keno. He enjoyed roulette, but most of all he liked
the slot machines. There was something exciting about the anticipation of winning or losing.
He didn't lose much-at least not at first. It was just nickels and
quarters anyway. After a while, though, things got a little tougher.
These last few months have not been pleasant. Joan, his wife of
twenty-three years, doesn't appreciate Dan losing their "walking
around money," and she worries even more about the time he
spends in the casino. The more Dan gambles, the more his problems seem to grow. The more his problems grow, the more he gambles. Dan is depressed. Joan is desperate.
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Joan says, "Dan is a good man. He doesn't think he has a problem. He spends all his free time at the casino. We're growing apart.
The neighbors aren't much help. They gamble too."

Gambling to Gaming
The words game, gamble, gambler, and gambling derive from the
Old English gamen (game) and gam(e)man (to sport or to play or to
game). "Not all games are gambling, but all gambling is fundamentally a game." 2
"Gambling may be defined as an activity in which a person subjects something of value-usually money-to a risk involving a
large element of chance in the hopes of winning something of
greater value, which is usually more money." 3 A game must contain three elements to be gambling:
1. a consideration or a pay-to-play arrangement (the stakes)
2. a prize or an opportunity to win something
3. chance, a disposition of results in which knowledge and skill
are either not involved or play a very limited role dominated
by chance
In Dr. Samuel Johnson's Dictionary of the English Language (1755),
he gives no noun for gamble, but gambler is defined as "a knave
whose practice it is to invite the unwary to game and cheat them."
To game was defined by Johnson as "to play wantonly and extravagantly for money." 4
Today the term gaming is usually applied to casinos, while the
term gambling is used inclusively of all forms of gambling activity.
However, in recent years the gambling industry has preferred the
historically less pejorative gaming industry and uses the latter term
in publications and promotions.
Sports betting and race betting are typically called wagering. In
conversational use, the terms betting and wagering are employed
interchangeably.
The owners and operators of commercial gambling establishments always have a guaranteed advantage or edge; they always
get their cut. The edge varies by game. The house edge in craps
may range from 1.4 percent to 16.7 percent. Blackjack's house edge
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ranges from a negative or player's advantage to above 6 percent.
For casino table games, the edge may be 2.6 percent up to 11.6 percent for slots.5
Gambling can be understood by type of play as well as by form
of game:
1. Casual gambling, sometimes called social gambling, is con-

ducted on impulse or happenstance.
2. Occasional gambling is a determined act for escape or special
occasion, or just a matter of hope. A payoff is sometimes the
motivation.
3. Risky gambling seeks risk rather than a game.
4. Professional gambling is work, not leisure or entertainment,
and seeks productive economic gain.
5. Habitual gambling is generally integrated with the rest of life
and is incidental to other behaviors.
6. Serious gambling is the pursuit of gambling as a hobby.
7. Obsessive gambling seeks escape into a different order, but
with the gambler still in control.
8. Compulsive gambling steps beyond obsession into personality disorder with no control.
The first six types of gambling may be called conventional gambling, in which the losses are discretionary consumer spending for
the value of leisure and entertainment received. These types of gambling are considered voluntary and meet a variety of needs sometimes called play.
Obsessive and compulsive gambling are qualitatively different from
the others and can absorb large portions or all of the gambler's
income.6 Both of the latter types of gambling are sometimes referred
to as "pathological gambling."
Problem gambling is a term frequently used to refer to any form
of habitual gambling, whether avocational or obsessive, compulsive, or pathological. Problem gambling is perhaps the most inclusive term currently employed and may be used any time gambling
seems to cause negative personal and social effects.
Another name for casual gambling is social gambling. This is the
kind with which most people are familiar. Social gambling is "that
form of gambling which is not conducted for the profit of any person, cause, or organization; is not public and makes no appeal to
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the public or any segment thereof; is not connected in any way with
gambling machines, gambling devices, or professional gambling;
is participated in only by natural persons, none of whom are professional gamblers or promoters of professional gambling; does not
breach the peace and is engaged in solely for pastime and recreation based on a bona fide social relationship." 7
The primary characteristic of social gambling, even though
stakes may rise to considerable dollar amounts, is that gamblers
participate on equal terms. In addition, in social gambling no
agency or professional organization takes a piece of the action.
In everyday conversation, the terms casual or social gambling and
compulsive or pathological gambling are the most often used. Excessive
gambling is a term more often used in Australia and Great Britain
than the United States and means about the same thing as problem
gambling, compulsive gambling, or pathological gambling.8
Commercial gambling is legalized or decriminalized gambling
arranged for the profit or gain of gaming owners or agencies,
along with a very limited number of individual gambling winners. Unlike most casual or social gambling, commercial gambling is marketed to the public and always provides for a guaranteed profit to the gaming owners. Commercial gambling creates
a gambling environment in which all forms of gambling can take
place.

A Dollar and a Dream
Gambling is this country's newest Great American Pastime. Winning the lottery is now the number one American fantasy.
High schools are scheduling mock casino nights. Slot machines
are available in restaurants. Charities are graduating from bingo to
Las Vegas Nights and Millionaire Parties. Grandparents are giving
children lottery tickets for birthdays and Christmas. Retail outlets
are selling toys that look like slot machines, as well as a variety of
playable card games used in gambling houses.
Beginning in 1964 with New Hampshire, lotteries now exist as
state-sponsored revenue enhancers in thirty-seven states and the
District of Columbia.9 State lottery commissions lure participants
with patriotism, "The American Way to Play," or a desire for wealth,
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"Now Money Grows on Trees-Play Money Tree Instant Lotto," or
just fantasy, "All You Need Is a Dollar and a Dream."
Mayors in several cities including Chicago, Philadelphia, and
Pittsburgh have become supporters of city-sponsored gambling
operations. Virtually every major city (and many smaller ones) in
the country has proposals percolating. Once-quiet towns like Deadwood, South Dakota, and Biloxi, Mississippi, are now centers of
gambling action, with the twenty-six miles of floating casinos on
the Gulf shoreline near Biloxi marketed as Mississippi Beach. Old
mining towns like Black Hawk and Cripple Creek, Colorado, have
added casinos and bill themselves as "the new gold rush." 10
Ed McMahon's Publishers Clearing House "You May Have
Already Won" has given way to "Eat, Drink, and Make Money!"
Or, "You're just one pull away from a multimillion-dollar jackpot.
Hit it and buy your dream house. Or your dream car. Or your dream
vacation, year after year after year." For the Massachusetts lottery,
it's "No Matter What You Do for a Living, There's an Easier Way
to Make Money." In Michigan, you can play "Win to Live: You Keep
Living, We Keep Giving."

Upping the Ante
In 1974, according to a Gallup poll, 61 percent of Americans gambled, wagering $17.4 billion legally. In 1989, 71 percent of Americans gambled, wagering $246 billion, a 1400 percent increase in fifteen years. 11 In 1974, less than 1 percent of the population gambled
compulsively. Today the figure is estimated to be closer to 3 to 4
percent who gamble compulsively with as high as 6 to 7 percent
considered problem gamblers. 12
Gambling fever has swept the country. Gambling is a new
national phenomenon. According to International Gaming and
Wagering Business Magazine, an estimated $330 billion was wagered
legally in the United States in 1992, an increase of 162 percent in a
decade. Gambling expenditures each year exceed the amount of
money spent on films, books, amusements, and music entertainment combined. Americans gamble about five times as much each
year as they spend on toys. 13
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In 1993, approximately $400 billion was wagered in the United
States. In 1994, the total dollars legally gambled in the United States
jumped to $482 billion, a 22.3 percent increase over the year before.
Since 1982, the total amount gambled in the United States has nearly
quadrupled. In a short time, legal gambling will surpass all other
forms of entertainment in total revenues. 14
What began as a trickle with state lotteries became a hyperspeed
flood in 1988 when Native American tribes began taking advantage of a federal law permitting them to operate casinos. Before this
date, legal casinos existed in only two municipalities: Las Vegas,
Nevada, and Atlantic City, New Jersey.
Some kind of Vegas-style gambling is now legal in twenty-six
states due to over 150 gaming compacts with more than 140 Native
American tribes participating. 15 Additional tribes are vying for a
stake in what some have called "the new buffalo." Michigan, for
example, has thirteen casinos run by Native Americans, with three
others approved and several others (both Native American and
non-Native American owned) proposed.
By 1995, twenty-eight states had legalized casinos, and more are
coming. 16 "Rug Joints," as casinos are called, were once isolated in
remote areas or foreign resort playgrounds of the rich. Now they' re
within a day's drive of most Americans.
Between 1990 and 1993, the number of American households
visiting casinos doubled from forty-six million to ninety-two million, with more than thirty-five million of the increase at casinos
outside New Jersey and Nevada. In 1993, more people visited casinos for the first time than purchased tickets to major-league baseball parks. More than one hundred million people patronized casinos, video gaming, and sports betting enterprises. 17

Better Bettors
The amount Americans are betting is also increasing. In 1994,
the amount wagered was $482 billion, which is 8.45 percent of U.S.
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personal income. Between 1993 and 1994, personal income went
up 6 percent in the United States while the amount gambled
increased 22 percent. In the past decade, legal wagers grew at two
times the rate of personal income. 18
We are gambling at a much faster rate than the economy is growing. Our gambling is increasing faster than our discretionary
income. In other words, we're becoming better bettors, depending
on how you define better.
Of the $482 billion wagered in 1994, more than $40 billion went
to the "house." The total amount gambled is called the "handle"
and the total the house wins is called the "hold." Of course the hold
is the sum total of the money lost by patrons. Since 1982, the average annual growth rate in the gambling industry has hit double
digits. The gambling industry earns about 15 percent in yearly profits, compared to an average of 5 to 8 percent for all other American
businesses. 19
Gambling is increasing in every form. Riverboat, dockside, and
other offshore gambling enterprises, including cruise ships, are being
proposed in several states as limited gambling. The idea is that if
gambling is taking place on floating casinos, it is somehow more
palatable to the public. Colorado citizens have tolerated a reintroduction of commercial gaming with limited stakes gambling, which
establishes a cap on the amount that may be wagered at any time.
Offtrack, pari-mutuel, jai alai, keno, and video betting are also
increasing. So are raffles and bingo. Business Week observed that
gambling outlets are becoming "almost ubiquitous" as "mobaffiliated bookies and numbers runners are being supplanted by
state governments, charitable and religious groups, and blue-chip
entertainment-leisure conglomerates that say they're in the 'gaming' business." 20
While the barrage of new casinos and card houses have hurt
some tracks, people continue to wager on dog and horse racing.
Offtrack betting is expanding, and the use of advanced technology
to simulcast races is increasing.
No one really knows how much money goes through illegal
bookmaking and the numbers racket each year. Estimates of illegal gambling place the figure at an amount at least equal to the
amount gambled legally.
Casinos are making millions of dollars per day, and state lotteries are transforming from monthly and weekly drawings to aggres-
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sively promoted dailies and instant games. Now state lottery commissions are offering multiple drawings daily, something that is
irresistible to problem gamblers.
During the past three decades, the gambling industry has grown
more rapidly and more explosively than any business in American
history. Americans spend more than six and one-half times as much
money on gambling as they do on spectator sports or trips to theme
parks. Legalized commercial gambling is now one of the largest
industries in the U.S. leisure economy. 21
Clearly, what was once a social taboo and a restricted form of
dubious entertainment is now vogue behavior. "Everyone" does it.

The Vice of Choice
Gambling is the "vice of choice" for the masses. "The phenomenon of gambling is ubiquitous, recognizing no geographic, social
or intellectual boundaries. Its mystery and appeal are a sometimes
random mixture of superstition, excitement, hope, escapism, greed,
snobbery, and mathematical fascination. Gambling is a vital part
of some lives and an important sidelight for many others. It is in
some cases destructive and potentially addictive, and in others a
delight and a diversion." 22
Studies show the following statistics for U.S. citizens:
95 percent have gambled at some time in their lives.
82 percent have played the lottery.
75 percent have played slot machines.
50 percent have bet on horse or dog races.
44 percent play cards.
34 percent play bingo.
26 percent have bet on sports events.
74 percent have frequented casinos.
89 percent approve of casino gambling. 23
The acceptance of gambling into everyday life is a historic shift
in cultural philosophy. University of Nevada, Las Vegas, professor
William N. Thompson observed that
the era of expanded legalized gambling has coincided with a trend
toward increased permissiveness in society. There certainly is a con-
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nection between attitudes about lifestyle, sex, pornography-even
abortion and occasional drug use--and attitudes toward gambling.
The notion that government has no business in our bedrooms relates
to the notion that government has no business telling us how to
spend our leisure time and our own money as long as we are doing
so without coercion or harm to others. 24

The ethic of saving, self-denial, and capital accumulation is
being replaced with a hedonistic consumerism, what Christopher
Lasch called the "culture of narcissism." 25 Deferred gratification
is shelved in favor of instant demand. We want more, and we want
it now.
Legalization is followed by legitimation. Gambling by virtue of
its governmental sanction is becoming legitimized. One author saw
it clearly: "A devil is being exorcised from gambling games, and
Americans are granting themselves absolution from a traditional
sin."26
Gambling is no longer an entertainment pariah played in secret,
smoke-filled rooms, back alley speakeasies, or Vegas. It's now relativized, no more harmful than Monopoly or Bridge.

It's Not in the Cards
Perhaps the most amazing thing about the story of legalized
gambling' s resurrected social acceptance is the nonchalance with
which this trend has been greeted in the Christian community.
There have been scattered battles of resistance in local areas, but
only very limited attention has been given to the phenomenon on
a national scale.
This quiet Christian apathy is startling, even perplexing. Historically, many Protestant Christians vigorously opposed gambling
and the "Sin City" activities usually associated with it. Christians
condemned gambling as "the moral economy of vice." Yet a review
of Christian periodical indexes for the past three decades yields only
a few articles in popular magazines, even fewer well-researched
articles in journals, and only a handful of books on the topic.
Christian bookstores offer few titles. Yet secular bookstores feature entire sections devoted to gambling, books with titles like
Winner Take All, Video Poker Mania, The Winner's Guide to Gambling,
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Blackjack Made Simple, and Beat the Dealer: The Bible for Blackjack
Players.
Our forebears considered gambling a moral threat, and they
acted against it accordingly. Not just the theological conservatives
either; theologically liberal churches also resisted gambling. But
now, many people on both ends of the theological spectrum seem
to have lost interest in the subject. 27 What has happened to us?
Several reasons may explain why Christians have been rather
slow to respond to the spread of legalized commercial gambling:
1. Since the political coming of age of conservative Christians

2.

3.

4.

5.

in the 1970s, many Christian groups from the Moral Majority to the Christian Coalition have focused on issues like abortion, pornography, crime, gun control, sex education, creationism, family values, and prayer in public schools.
Gambling was not on the list.
Conservative Christians, particularly those who call themselves fundamentalists, have been historically reticent to get
involved in politics or social concerns. While theologically
conservative pastors may preach on gambling as part of the
stewardship of one's finances, they are less likely to mount
local campaigns to thwart the development of gambling
enterprises in the community.
The abstract nature of the gambling issue makes it difficult
to confront. There are no direct biblical commands declaring
gambling off limits. And unlike narcotics, which exercise an
immediate negative impact on the user, abuses of gambling
take longer to reveal themselves. Moral arguments against
gambling are, therefore, more difficult to develop and do not
come in neat sound-bite packages.
This generation of Christians is uninformed about the rapid
growth of commercial gambling, unaware of its financial and
moral dangers, and, consequently, unconcerned about gambling as a social question.
Ambivalence toward the morality of gambling stems from
lack of awareness of the history of gambling, the abstract
nature of the issue, and ignorance of biblical principles. Few
Christians seem to be able to say forthrightly whether gambling is a virtue or a vice and why.
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6. Christians have been lulled to sleep by "gambling creep"the gradual but steady introduction of gambling into mainstream American life. Lotteries are both everywhere and
invisible. Lotteries, and now slot machines and video poker,
are available right in your neighborhood.
7. Christians are just as materialistic as anyone else. We're victims of what Bill Hybels labeled "the Monster called 'More."'
We're susceptible to the lure of quick riches, the easy dollar,
and the free lunch. So Christians gamble too. 28
8. Gambling is not yet a national issue. Resistance battles so far
have been fought on local and state fronts. It's easy to miss
or selectively ignore social questions that are someone else's
problem.
For these reasons and perhaps others, theological disapproval
does not always translate into social or political opposition. Saying
most Christians are against gambling is one thing. Demonstrating
Christian anti-gambling activity is another.
In 1976, the Commission on the Review of the National Policy
toward Gambling noted that traditional Protestant opposition to
gambling argued from moral principles and socioeconomic consequences was as strong as ever. 29 This is not the case twenty years
later.
A writer for Christianity Today crystalized the problem. While
there is broad agreement across denominational lines against gambling, very little is done about it.30 Part of the problem is apathy,
part lack of awareness, part legal ambiguity and complexity, and
part funding. Anti-gambling movements have always been hampered by these four barriers, religious or specifically Christian resistance even more so.
Churches have an advantage in that they can fight gambling
locally. Despite the fact that some commentators have referred to
conservative religious values as "traditional repressive cultural
norms," churches can exercise an impact. Until the 1996 passage of
Proposal E, the religious community of Detroit had been largely
responsible for stopping repeated referendums calling for legalized gambling in that city.31
Whatever their resource limitations, Christian groups and
churches must do more than give up without a fight. The question
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is whether religious and specifically Christian groups are going to
rise to the challenge of this moral moment.
At the national meeting of the Christian Coalition in 1995, Senator Richard Lugar (a candidate for the Republican Party presidential nomination in 1996) said,
The spread of gambling is a measure of the moral erosion taking
place in our country. .. . It says that if you play enough, you can hit
the jackpot and be freed from the discipline of self-support through
a job or the long commitment of ongoing education. . .. We cannot
tolerate the "get rich quick" symbolism of gambling, while pleading with our children to avoid other "tosses of the dice" that lead to
unhealthy living and destructive behavior. 32

Lugar's point, according to journalist William Safire, was that
the government may not be able to legislate morality, but the Christian Coalition should be involved in encouraging the government
to stop legislating immorality. It is a point well-taken.
Ralph Reed, executive director of the Christian Coalition, said,
"Gambling is a cancer on the body politic, destroying families, stealing food from the mouths of children, turning wives into widows." 33
Gary L. Bauer, president of the Family Research Council in Washington, D.C., and a fellow Christian conservative with Reed, is
against gambling. Bauer believes America's embrace of gambling
is evidence that "a crass materialism has overtaken good sense."
He contends that gambling spawns further growth in government,
because government response is necessary to care for the negative
spin-offs of gambling, and he argues for a national commission on
gambling.34
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The Christian Coalition has been fighting legalized gambling at
the state level since 1989, and clearly the Coalition is gearing up for
a bigger battle. In 1996, the Christian Coalition joined with several
Protestant denominations to call for a federal study of legalized
gambling and to assist the National Coalition Against Legalized
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Gambling in opening its anti-gambling lobbying office in Washington, D.C.35
It remains to be seen, however, whether the Coalition takes up
Senator Lugar's challenge and acts on Ralph Reed's and Gary
Bauer's perceptions of gambling in a more aggressive national campaign. Even if it does, the Coalition and other Christian social and
political organizations may be a decade late and more than a dollar short. While the Christian community has focused on other
important issues, the gaming industry has gained considerable
financial, legal, and political clout.

CasiNO!
To date, no denomination has done more to combat gambling
than the United Methodist Church.36 Methodist parishioners have
won anti-gambling battles in several states. They are most prominently represented by Rev. Tom Grey, a United Methodist minister
from Galena, Illinois, who has organized a number of successful
anti-gambling efforts. Grey is considered by many in the media to
be the national spokesman for anti-gambling Christian concern.
Rev. Grey is the "Riverboat Rambo" behind the formation of the
National Coalition Against Legalized Gambling. The National
Coalition was formed in May 1995 in Galena, Illinois, and is comprised of more than thirty state organizations. A Washington, D.C.,
office was opened in 1996. Methodists and other Protestants, Mormons, and Catholics joining the group have faithfully and often
successfully resisted what one Methodist minister called the "wizard of odds." 37
"We're fighting a battle for the soul of America," Tom Grey says.
His efforts and his organization count twenty-one victories in
twenty-three attempts thus far- local efforts that stopped the
expansion of legalized commercial gambling, at least for a time. 38
Virginians Deserve Better joined with minority pastors to fight
riverboat casinos in that state. Pennsylvanians Against Gambling
Expansion and Michigan Citizens Against Casino Gambling are
working with key legislators from both major parties to stall gambling bills in committees.
These organizations, along with Pennsylvania's Bucks County
People Serving a Larger Mission, Missouri's Citizens for Life and
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Liberty, Wyomingites for a Better Economy Today and Tomorrow
(WyBETT), Stand Up for Kansas, and many others, are all being networked by Grey's National Coalition. They're attempting to draw
a line in the sand against the advance of commercial gambling.
Until now a national anti-gambling fight hasn't been a priority
for the Christian community. The jury is still out on whether more
Christians, particularly conservative ones, will respond to the juggernaut of legalized commercial gambling.
Why gambling might be morally wrong or personally threatening is not immediately clear to many people. It's gaming; it's entertainment. And if taxed properly, it's entertainment that produces
a bundle of money for state governments. Why shouldn't this oldtime vice be "virtue-ized"?

Vice or Virtue?
Durand Jacobs noted that "public understanding of gambling is
where our understanding of alcoholism was some 40 or 50 years
ago. Unless we wake up soon to gambling's darker side, we're
going to have a whole new generation lost to this addiction." 39
Jacobs believes gambling is a vice-one that impoverishes some
victims in a moment of time or one that grips others for a lifetime.
Others consider gambling at best a virtue, at worst a harmless
entertainment. It's excitement; it's play; it's a way of raising dollars for good causes.
Whether vice or virtue, gambling has once again captured the
fantasy and imagination of the American people. It is emerging as
one of the leading political and cultural issues of the late 1990s. Not
to understand legalized commercial gambling and not to respond
to it is itself a gamble with our future.

